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Background

Procedure

Previous work has shown that observers are
able to successfully search for hundreds of
memorized targets among distractors in a
visual array (Wolfe, 2012). However, little is
known
about
the
internal
mental
representations of these targets.

Prototype

Memorize 30 items from 1 of 2 memory sets:

Search for any one of 30 targets:

Categorical Search

Exemplars

large category

small category
After successful
memorization

Mixed Search

Do people search using representations of
each individual exemplar, or do they rely on
abstracted prototypes to guide search?
If people form templates based on the most
typical features of items in a set, searching for
targets with many exemplars should be faster
than searching for targets with fewer
exemplars.

large category

Targets were shown in a random,
intermixed order for memorization.
Observers were not made aware of the
arbitrary categories or their size in the
mixed condition.

1

Estimate (SE)

Category Type
(Categorical/Mixed)

0.226*

Significant
Large/Small
difference

(0.035)

2

Target Repetition

3

Category Size
(Large/Small)

-0.068*
(0.007)

4

Small Categorical

-0.078*

Large Mixed

(0.037)
Constant

Note:

Small Mixed

0.141*
(0.026)

Category Type x
Category Size

In the categorical search condition, strollers and
footwear appeared as targets with equal frequency.
Distractors came from categories that did not overlap
with any targets.

Results

Results of best-fitting Linear Mixed Effects model
Effect/Interaction

small category

8.069*
(0.035)
*t>1.96

1) RTs faster for Categorical condition;
2) RTs faster as targets encountered more often;
3) RTs faster for Large category;
4) Category Size effect significant for Categorical
condition, but not Mixed condition

Large Categorical

Insignificant
Large/Small
difference

Reaction times were faster in the
categorical condition relative to the
mixed condition, over and above
target repetition effects (e.g.,
priming).
Importantly, RTs in the categorical
condition were faster when more
exemplars were available (“large
category”).
This finding suggests that when
searching for items within a category,
a greater number of exemplars may
create a more useful search
template.
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